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The Fortnight in Review
Hundreds killed in coordinated IS attacks
IS militants killed 215 people, mostly civilians, last week in their
most deadly attack in years. On 25 July, a suicide bomber drove
his motorcycle into a busy vegetable market and detonated his
explosives in the city of Sweida, near the country’s capital
Damascus. Simultaneously, groups of IS fighters attacked three
villages to the north east of Sweida, killing and wounding a number
of civilians.
Sweida, a city lying in government-held territory, has largely been
spared from the conflict’s violence that started in 2011. It lies near
one of the last pockets held by IS, who lost most of their territory
last year in a series of separate offensives by an alliance of the
Syrian Army and U.S.-backed militias. Since then, Assad’s forces
have advanced quickly to regain most rebel-held territories in the
area; in the last month reclaiming control of most of southwestern
Deraa province including the city of Deraa, where the uprising
started 7 years ago. Hundreds of rebel fighters and their families
have departed from the region since Saturday and fled to
opposition-held Idlib province.
Following the attacks, citizens of one of the cities in Sweida
province expelled their governor and his delegation, claiming that
the government bears responsibility for the attacks through
facilitating the entry of IS militants into the region by moving them

from Yarmouk camp near Damascus to the desert and outskirts of
Sweida province two months ago.

Syria's Kurds agree to work with Assad
government towards 'decentralised Syria'
The SDF, or Syrian Democratic Forces, announced they have
agreed to work with the Syrian government towards a ‘democratic,
decentralised Syria’. The U.S.-backed group are currently in control
of over a quarter of the country, and now aim to cement their
autonomy in those areas. The SDF was formed in 2015 as an
alliance of predominantly Kurdish militias to defend the
northeastern region of Syria against Da’esh, also known as Islamic
State or ISIL, and other armed groups. With the aid of U.S. arms
and equipment, they quickly managed to seize control of a large
portion of the country, containing many of Syria’s oil and gas fields.
Their political wing, the Syrian Democratic Council (SDC) has
called for a division of Syria along federal lines. It has already set
up cantonal administrations levying their own taxes and deploying
their own police forces. Recent clashes with Turkish-backed rebels,
however, have left the Kurds’ stronghold on the region uncertain. In
January they lost the city of Afrin and only managed to retain the
town of Manbij after intervention from Washington. Fear of further
Turkish attacks seems to have prompted their turn to Assad.

Peacebuilding Corner
Theatre of Dreamers, a project run by Salman Al-Ibraheem, is
a theatre group for children working in Gaziantep, Turkey and
formerly in Aleppo, Homs and Al Bab. Salman helps the
children use theatre as a means of expression, trauma
response and healing. Psychosocial support and activities are
vital for the mental health and wellbeing of not just the
children, but for their families and wider community as a
whole, as they watch the children being able to process and
better deal with the stress and trauma of what they have
witnessed. Salman calls these kids “children without
childhood”, and says: “These children deserve our unlimited
sacrifices. Each and every moment of our lives must be for
them”. He uses forum theatre and theatre of the oppressed to
get the audience involved in dialogue, and asks them to come
on the stage and show others how they would react to
situations of injustice such as when food aid is being
distributed. The theatre allows children a chance to escape, to
tell their stories and feel supported by their community in the
audience as all have lived the same trauma.
You can view Salman’s powerful short film here:
https://goo.gl/foVoRx
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According to analysts, however, it is unlikely that Damascus will
grant them the regional autonomy they ask for. It has earlier offered
constitutional recognition for the Kurdish community and its cultural
rights in return for facilitating the entry of the Syrian army and the
return of state institution in Kurdish-majority areas east of the
Euphrates.

Syrian government releases death certificates of
deceased prisoners
The Syrian opposition website Zaman al-Wasl and the Syrian
Violations Documentation Center compiled a list with the names of
nearly 8000 people that died in detention in Syrian government
prisons since 2011, after the Syrian government recently started
releasing death certificates in large numbers. Many families fear
the certificates are merely used to cover up the torture committed
by Assad’s forces, as the bodies and causes of death have not
been released. By far the largest portion of the deceased were
from Damascus and southern Syria, where the infamous Saydnaya
prison is located. Even though the list is extensive, it is likely to
only represent a small portion of the actual number of those killed
in Assad’s prisons between 2011 and now. According to an
Amnesty International report, between 5,000 and 13,000 prisoners
were executed in Saydnaya prison alone from 2011 to the end of
2015. Now that Damascus has been regaining control of most of
the country, it has discreetly started closing civil registry files on
deceased detainees since early May. Families have found out the
news on missing relatives through routine visits to local civil
registry departments, or through phone calls from the
government’s reconciliation committees.

Syrian delegation meets with European diplomats
over refugee issues
A delegation of the Syrian government has reportedly met with
European diplomats in Shanghai to discuss the return of refugees
in exchange for the lifting of sanctions and taking over the
country’s reconstruction plan. During the unannounced meeting,
the delegation contended that Bashar al-Assad is willing to hand
over part of his powers to his deputy or prime minister, in return for
control over the entire Syrian territory, says a European diplomatic
source. Furthermore, it is willing to enable the return of refugees
from Jordan, Lebanon, Turkey and Europe in exchange for control
over the reconstruction file. For the European coalition, however,
the country’s reconstruction is inextricably linked to the conflict’s
political solution in accordance with the Geneva resolution. Assad
has earlier pointed out that he will not allow Western countries to

take part in the reconstruction of Syria, despite calls from Russia to
the international group.

Hundreds of White Helmets evacuated into Jordan
by Israel
Some 422 White Helmet volunteers and their families were
evacuated from Syria into Jordan via the Israeli-occupied Golan
Heights on the night of 22 July with the help of the Israeli Defense
Forces (IDF). They had become entrapped by approaching
government forces in the southern rebel-held areas where they
continue to operate. The IDF said they were acting on request of
the U.S., U.K. and other European countries. The White Helmets,
also known as Syrian Civil Defence, and their families are
expected to be resettled in Europe and Canada in the next few
weeks. The White Helmets have been working in rebel-controlled
areas to rescue people trapped in rubble following air raids by
Russian and Syrian government forces. Even though they claim to
be nonpartisan, Assad has labelled them as a terrorist organisation
and accused them of having links to jihadist groups. His
government representatives have condemned the evacuation as
being a “criminal operation” by “Israel and its tools”.

National Liberation Front merges with other
factions
The National Liberation Front (NLF), one of the opposition groups
fighting in Syria, has announced its merger with four other
prominent rebel factions. The new entity combines the NLF, the
Liberation Front of Syria, Jaish al-Ahrar, the brigades of Soqour
al-Sham, and the Damascus Union. The merger follows the rapid
advancement of government forces into the last rebel-held areas
of Syria’s north. The NLF had previously already merged with
other factions such as the Sham Corps, Jaish al-Naser and the
First Coast Division.

Civilian deaths rise 34% due to Russian airstrikes
A recent report by Airwars, a UK-based not-for-profit tracking the
cost of airstrikes on civilian populations in Syria, shows there has
been a 34% increase of civilian deaths by Russian aircraft in the
first six months of 2018 compared to 2017. So far, the organisation
has documented a number of 3,445 civilian casualties as a direct
consequence of Russian attacks, but they noted that the actual
number may be as high as 18,000. So far, Russia has not admitted
to being responsible for any civilian deaths.
The spike corresponds with large offensives coordinated by
Assad’s and Russian forces early this year to retake eastern
Ghouta in Damascus and the southern Deraa province - two of the
last rebel-held pockets in the country. Russia’s involvement in the
conflict in 2015 has ultimately provided Assad with the necessary
military power to regain control of most of Syria’s territory.
The Airwars report also concluded that civilian deaths caused by
the international coalition led by the US have dropped in the first
half of 2018 compared to 2017. However, despite their offense
retaking Raqqa having been concluded last year, action by the
coalition still killed between 272 and 460 civilians in 2018. Since
the coalition started bombing ISIS in 2014, they have killed up to
26,112 civilians, according to estimates by Airwars. The coalition
itself has acknowledged the death of 939 civilians.
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